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heir food is simple but satisfying. The atmosphere is 
more friendly than fancy. We’re talking pharmacy lunch 
counters and soda fountains, artifacts of a simpler time 
in American life, when people connected with one 
another over milkshakes or a patty melt.

Although we may see them as relics of a bygone era, wildly success-
ful lunch counters and soda fountains still inhabit small-town Georgia. 
Some operate as grills, offering burgers and dogs. Others, offer frozen 
treats. There’s even one meat-and-three in the mix.

I took a tour across the state — a tour of some of Georgia pharmacy 
lunch counters and soda fountains. The assignment was rife with 
potential for delicious excess: Visit seven old-timey establishments 
over the course of four days. It was, in short, the ultimate road trip, 
covering more than a thousand miles and 18 hours, each step of the way 
snapping photos of dishes ranging from artisanal ice cream sundaes to 
fried baloney sandwiches. The caloric intake was obscene.

The result: A peek at why Georgia’s pharmacy lunch counters and 
soda shops are among the best places on earth.

THE LABEL SAID “TAKE WITH FOOD,”
SO WE TOOK THAT TO HEART.

STORY AND PHOTOS BY PHILLIP RATLIFF
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CONYERS:
Beasley Drug Company
Two slices of nostalgic bliss

When Ora Bailey, owner of Beasley Drug Company 
in Conyers, felt that the grilled cheese at her phar-
macy’s iconic lunch counter wasn’t grilled cheesy 
enough, she insisted that her cooks make every 
sandwich with not one but two slices of American. 
This was a grilled cheese she could feel good about 
handing out, at no charge, to sledders during the 
snowpocalypse — and it’s the same grilled cheese 
she wants to eat herself.

“I try to eat salads, but, boy, when I eat one, I’m 
in heaven,” Ora says.

Ora’s grandfather, Ralph Beasley, opened the 
pharmacy in 1934, moving Beasley’s to its current 
location in 1942. It was at the heart of downtown 
Conyers, surrounded by a grocery, a feed and seed 
store, a cobbler, and a five and dime. Ralph sold ice 
cream and sodas early on, then sometime around 
1964 added hotdogs and hamburgers to the menu.

It’s that 1964 lunch counter experience that Ora 
is dedicated to preserving: parquet floors, Formica 
counter, vinyl stools — and, besides sandwiches like 
her beloved grilled cheese, lots and lots of ice cream. 
A kid’s scoop is only 73 cents with tax, an Beasley 
offers free ice creams for completing the public 

On the books it’s called McCaysville Drug Center, and much 
about the bustling north Georgia operation lives up to its name. 
There’s a pharmacist counter built in the late 1960s and covered 
with something resembling a Mansard roof, and rows of shelving 
stocked with such standard drugstore fare as diapers and OTC 
remedies, orthopedic shoes and candy bars.

To its fans and customers, however, McCaysville Drug Center 
goes by another name, McCaysville Drug and Gun, a place 
that can help you knock out a head cold or take down a wild 
boar. Tourists drop in while shopping in McCaysville or across 
the Ocoee in Copper Hill, Tennessee. Husbands sneak in to 
daydream while their wives shop downtown for antiques. Wives 
sneak in while pretending to shop for antiques.

And some of those gawkers end up buying guns, owner Hugh 
Rogers says. He sells to hunters wanting to bag white-tail deer 
and to first-time gun buyers wanting to feel safer. Hugh devotes 
roughly 65 percent of his time and his business to keeping up 
with gun piece of McCaysville Drugs and Guns.

Hugh makes a brisk business of selling hats and t-shirts 
online, mostly to aficionados of Internet oddities. The “drug and 
gun” aesthetic is a little on the Sons of Anarchy side, but when 
you’ve made the leap to a gun and drug store, you’re probably 
long past subtlety. 

That leap happened in 2011 when Hugh, fed up with com-
peting with big box stores on the price of ibuprofen and toilet 
paper, started fishing for new ideas. He’d heard about a gun 
dealing-florist-pharmacist in South Georgia, GPhA member Billy 
Connelly, and decided to give two-thirds of that concept a try in 
his own neck of the woods.

It’s all working out in a way he couldn’t have imagined when 
he decided to pull the trigger four years ago:

“That’s the crossroads we were at the time. Up-front inven-
tory wasn’t moving and we had to make a switch. Now, the gun 
side keeps edging out more and more. Gun sales started with a 
six-foot counter. Guns now fill half the store. We could fill a place 
twice this size if we had the room,” Hugh says.

MCCAYSVILLE: THIS AIN’T NO SODA FOUNTAIN

everyday — a humble main course that everybody 
loves and hardly anyone knows how to make well: 

I’m talking meatloaf, juicy slabs of it. 
Meatloaf is to Duluth Pharmacy what 5-W-30 

is to Jiffy Lube. It’s made fresh every day in Duluth 
Rexall’s kitchen, sliced thick, doused in gravy, and 
surrounded by sides.

The roster of those sides reads like a who’s 
who: There’s creamed potato, rice and gravy, pinto 
beans, white beans, lima beans, black-eyed peas, 
and plenty of biscuits or cornbread for sopping, too. 

Lynda’s operation is dripping in history. The 
counter with its vinyl-covered stools and booths 
datd back to around 1960. Coca-Cola wallpaper 
and memorabilia cover most of the wall space, 
with photos and newspaper clippings filling in the 
empty bits.

Danielle Sexton serves up a hamburger plate featuring Duluth Rexall’s burger, hand patted out of ground chuck. And don’t forget the side dishes,  
like the gravy-covered potatoes, collard greens, and beans with this pork roast.

Come in to Beasley’s any day during 
lunch and you’ll find the counter 
packed.
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Lynda’s commitment to quality is getting her 
noticed. There are smaller awards, like best sweet 
tea in Gwinnet County. And big ones, like No. 10 on 
Thrillist’s list of best Georgia restaurants outside 
285. (That’s one spot above Paula Dean’s Lady and 
Sons, and you better believe Lynda made sure I 
knew that.)

It’s nice being noticed b the press, but Lyn-
da’s biggest fans are her customers. “We have reg-
ulars who eat breakfast then half of those come 
back again for lunch. My wait staff knows that 
they want when they come in. They’ll have the 
sweet tea coming to them before they sit down. 
I feed 200 to 600 a day, breakfast and lunch,” she 
says. “The week starts slower, but by  
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday,  
we’re slammed.” 

library’s summer reading program or remembering 
to get a flu vaccination. 

Free ice cream is one small way that Ora keeps 
Beasley Drug Company as a constant in a city that 
has changed drastically in the past few decades. 
Today, with strip malls serving up the basics like 
groceries and housewares, downtown, dubbed Olde 
Towne, houses mostly boutiques and specialty 
shops. 

“This community means a lot to me. I know 
most people who come in [to Beasley]. I’m the 
seventh generation to be baptized at the Method-
ist church down the street. I feel like I have been 
blessed with a lot. So I bought this store to be able 
to give back to the community,” Ora says.

DULUTH
Duluth Rexall Drugs
Come for the meatloaf

Pharmacist and entrepreneur Lynda Alley, owner 
of the award winning Duluth Rexall Drugs, can 
recite her massive weekly menu like it was the peri-
odic table: by days of the week or by food group. 

But invariably, her exorbitant litanies come 
back to a single dish, one that Dultuh Rexall serves 
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ATHENS
ADD Drug
Keeping it simple, keeping it real

In case you’ve missed it, Athens is sort of a college 
town. That means that nine months out of the 
year, tens of thousands of students arrive. A host 
of them flock to ADD Drugs, a pharmacy outfitted 
with a 16-seat lunch counter in Athens’ hipster-lad-
en Five Points business district. 

At ADD, you can get a fried baloney or grilled 
cheese sandwich and only be out a buck fifty, some-
thing you don’t have to be a student to appreciate. 
ADD’s owner, pharmacist Kevin Florence, points 
out that there’s a delicate and predictable mixture 

of patrons to the 60-year old estab-
lishment that includes the atheltc 
community, seniors, and elemtnary 
kids on summer break.

The secret to ADD’s low prices 
and perennial appeal is consisten-
cy and simplicity. A grilled cheese 
sandwich requires bread and 

cheese, the same cheese you can put on a hamburg-
er and the same bread you can use in a baloney 
sandwich. A patty melt is just sliced-bread-not-bun 
variation on a regular hamburger.

From a solid core and a lot of creative mixing 
and matching, and the addition of a limited signa-
ture ingredients, you can get all manner of break-
fast and lunch items. 

“And some of the best milkshakes in town!” 
That’s Tony Glenum, a NYC native who has been 
coming to ADD Drugs for years, and is devoted to 
the one-dollar fried egg sandwich.

That’s just what pharmacist owner Kevin 
Florence is going for. He’s owned ADD for the past 
three years, after spending time in a retail chain 
and working as a compounder. When he heard that 
ADD was being sold, he spent a couple of years 
working out details of the purchase.

Along the way, he became a pretty clever busi-
nessman.

“Keep it as simple a possible for the cost side,” 
he says. “It’s easier on storage space, easier to pre-
pare the easier to move people in and out; you have 
to turn over seats.

Above all, Kevin wants his food to taste like 
it did decades ago — for a visit from a UGA alum 
to feel like old times. When students return to 

ADD this fall, they’re going to find the same great, 
affordable food that got them over the hump three 
months earlier. 

“They get the same experience every time they 
come. It’s not changed,” Florence says. “They could 
have eaten here in 1974 and we still have the same 
burgers and the same French fries.”

COMMERCE
Commerce Pharmacy
Here for the long haul (and bingo)

It’s 8:55 on a Tuesday morning and more than a 
dozen people, most all seniors, are lined up outside 
Commerce Pharmacy. The sidewalks are still pretty 
sleepy this time of morning — so I can’t help but 
notice that something extraordinary is erupting in 
front of Commerce Pharmacy.

What has convinced more than a dozen Com-
merce citizens to queue up this early is not a run on 
prescriptions but a pastime more often associated 
with retirement homes and parish halls: Bingo.

Bingo is part of a master strategy not only to 
get people to fill their prescriptions at Commerce 
Pharmacy — but to stop off for a bite at the soda 
counter. It’s not a fancy counter: just seven vinyl 
covered barstools and a well-worn strip of Formica. 
When the doors finally open, the throng makes 
its way to auxiliary seating while Bingo cards are 
handed out.

Soon, ice tea begins to flow, served up by 
counter manager, Melle Rearden. Melle, an expert 
on Commerce Pharmacy first came to the company 
as a customer some 40 years ago.

“After school I’d sit in the corner and read com-
ic books,” Melle tells me.

Melle and her colleague, Patricia, are making 
tea and salads that morning. Pimiento cheese, 
along with tuna salad sandwiches and daily spe-
cials like pasta salad and chicken wraps, are what 

Amy Tyndell serves up smiles and small talk to ADD regulars, while 
Faye Mosley works the grill. 
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SHOW YOUR SUPPORT! Attend this year’s Aip Fall Meeting
please fill out and fax this form to (404) 237-8435)

Member’s Name:                                                    Nickname:

pharmacy Name:

Address:

E-mail Address: (plEAsE priNt)

Will you be joining us for lunch? (12-1pm)   q Yes   q No        # of additional staff/Guests:

Names of staff/Guests: 

Sunday, October 25, 2015 • Macon Marriott & Centreplex Macon, GA

AIP fAll MeeTIng

feATURIng 

• CE programs

• legislative update

• Networking with colleagues

• Meeting with Aip partners

COnTInenTAl BReAkfAST
& lUnCH PROvIded!
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bring the downtown businessmen to Commerce 
Pharmacy. They come from the nearby funeral 
home, the insurance agency, and the dozen or so 
other businesses lining main street Commerce, and 
they’re the drugstore’s bread and butter.

But it’s the ice cream that attracts kids. 
Commerce Pharmacy has had tubs of the frozen 
treat delivered from Atlanta’s own Greenwood Ice 
Creamery for 60 years.

Rebecca, a 2000 Mercer graduate, usually 
spends her time across the store behind pharma-
cy counter. But when the lunch slam is on, it’s all 
hands on deck. As a result, she’s gotten to know the 
ins and outs of working in a soda fountain.

“I started as a soda jerk. Now I’m just a jerk,” 
she jokes.

Regardless of which counter she’s standing 
behind, Rebecca chats with diners, and she’s learned 
a lot from her interactions about what Commerce 
Pharmacy has meant to people over the years.

“People spent their childhood here. To this day, 
they’ll come in to fill a prescription and talk about 
when they were children coming here,” she says.

Soon the Bingo crowd will leave as a new 
crowd, downtown businessmen, enters Commerce 
Pharmacy. Minus the Bingo innovation, it’s a pat-
tern that’s been around for a while.

Rebecca sees the Bingo as a variation on 
a theme that’s been unfolding for what will be 
century and a decade next year. “Commerce Phar-
macy has been here since 1906. Anything in the 
downtown area, any sort of downtown activity, the 
drugstore has been a part of that,” she says.

COLUMBUS
Dinglewood Drugstore
Scrambled dogs: pretty in pink

It’s the lunch slam at Dinglewood Drugstore in 
Columbus and the counter is lined with customers. 
Resting before about half of those is a Styrofoam 
boat filled with what best can be described with 
language borrowed from Georgia’s folk art world: 
an assemblage of found objects. 

There’s a hot dog bun. There’s gooey slices of 
factory-made Velveeta. There are oyster crackers 
and pickles topping a ladle’s worth of chili. 

The most striking ingredient has to be the 
weenies, diced into chunks and pinker than a high-
lighter. Add them in and you’ve got what the folks 
at Dinglewood call the scrambled dog. In the minds 
of some Columbus residents, it’s a work of art – and 
something of an acquired taste. 

Alison Lund, a military wife from Texas who 
is eating her first at Dinglewood. “It’s good!” Alison 
says, the way you’d say that the first time you ate 
sushi or liverwurst.

A few seats over is an old Dinglewood pro, 
Leslie Vann Lazrovitch. Leslie grew up in Colum-
bus but now lives in Louisville. She’s been bragging 
about Dinglewood Pharmacy for years and has 
finally managed to convince her family to make the 
pilgrimage.

“This is the first scrambled dog I’ve had in 15 
years!” she gushes.

“I got the hamburger,” Leslie’s daughter says, 
casting a furtive glance at the monstrosity her 
mom is dissecting. 

“What’s in the chili?” I wonder aloud.
“Regular chili and some other stuff, “ the chili 

ladler, Ernestine, says.
“What other stuff?”
“I’m sworn to secrecy. I want to continue,” 

she says, unclear if she means “working here” or 
“existing.” 

I float a theory that there’s a scrambled dog 
because someone couldn’t decide between a bowl of 
chili and a chilidog.

Yep, Ernestine says. The credit goes to a man 
named “Lieutenant.” According to Dinglewood 
sources, Lieutenant adapted his chili recipe from 
that of his predecessor, Sport Brown. After working 
alongside another friend Dinglewood owner and  
pharmacist Terry Hurley, for more than 40 years, 
Lieutenant left it to Ernestine and toppings special-
ist Tiffeny to carry on the Dinglewood legacy. 

Scrambled dogs are moving fast. Soon, a fresh 
plastic container of neon weenies arrives. 

“They’re special made for Dinglewood,” Tiffeny 
explains.

“Yeah, but what I mean is, why are they so …. 
pink?” I ask.

“Because they’re special made for Dinglewood,” 
she says, as she dumps the package contents into a 
bright pink pile. 

LAGRANGE
The Medicine Cabinet
We all scream for ice cream

Pharmacist Scott Meeks and his brother Randy 
were knee-deep in executing a plan to open 18 inde-
pendent pharmacies throughout Georgia. Then it 
took an unexpected turn. The building they bought 
for their LaGrange store, the Medicine Cabinet, was 
an old Bruester’s ice cream shop, and the former 
owner was having trouble removing the giant 
freezer. He asked the Meeks if they’d like to buy it.

Randy suspected that opportunity had just 
fallen their laps. Sitting two blocks from LaGrange 

Meet the scrambled dog: Dinglewood Drugstore’s signature dish.

Patricia Shubert of Commerce Pharmacy makes a mean banana split, 
thanks in part to Atlanta’s own Greenwood Ice Cream.

The Medicine 
Cabinet’s sundaes 
are named after the 
Meeks’s grandkids.
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teacher at the local elementary school. Nowadays 
it’s Jodie who’s texting or phoning in the requests 
for secret food service, and Laura who’s making the 
backdoor deliveries.

There is no shortage of resourcefulness at IHS. 
In the absence of a stovetop, lunch counter manager 
Paula Dekle assembles her homemade soups in a 
pair of crockpots. Paula prepares her burgers, bacon 
strips, and grilled sandwiches on a pair of tabletop 
griddles she picked up at a nearby hardware store. 

Owner Dean Stone bought IHS when it was a 
mere 1,900 square foot store. But IHS had something 
Dean had always wanted: “I said if I ever bought 
pharmacy with a soda fountain I was planning on 
keeping it,” he says. 

The first year, Dean grew sales by 114 percent. A 
year later, he relocated to IHS’s current 6,500-square-

METTER
IHS Pharmacy
A fountain ahead

When Laura Cardell was a junior at Metter High 
School, she’d crave the food so bad she’d text her 
dad to smuggle it to her during class.

Today she’s a college student, working part-
time at the very source of the food she craved: IHS 
Pharmacy in Metter. 

As if that wasn’t poetic enough, Laura works 
alongside Jodie Kemp, who is also a part-time art 

College, a block from the town’s main churches, a 
block and half from the city center, the Medicine 
Cabinet was hovering in the vortex of an ice cream 
vacuum.

The Meeks got to work, outfitting the Medicine 
Cabinet in LaGrange with an old-fashioned soda 
fountain, building a lunch counter out of reclaimed 
wood, and bringing in Randy’s son, Greg, to run it.

Greg  developed signature sundaes (named 
after the Meek grandkids), and will soon begin mar-
ket testing hamburgers grilled on a Big Green Egg. 
But his greatest triumph is probably perfecting the 
formula for the Medicine Cabinet’s signature drink, 
the lemon sour. It’s been a smash.

Through the soda fountain alone, they brought 
up front of store sales to 3.5 percent. A cute-as-a-
bug’s ear gift shop, run by Scott’s daughter-in-law 
Isa, raised it to a whopping 7.5 percent. 

It’s not a model that will work in every one of 
their 18 stores, Randy says, but thanks to some plan-
ning, some luck, and the public’s insatiable appetite 
for ice cream and fountain drinks, it’s a model that 
is killing it in LaGrange.

The Medicine Cabinet offers a lot more than medicine.

It’s no surprise that IHS Pharmacy’s food is a hit at the local schools.

foot location. Sales grew another 40 percent. 
IHS is now positioned at a busy downtown 

intersection, near the town’s education community. 
When lunchtime rolls around, the counter is usually 
slammed. 

IHS is the sort of place where employees enjoy 
hanging out with one another, to catch their breath 
after the lunch rush or to lighten the mood with a 
quick story at the edge of the lunch counter. 

Customers pick up on the friendly vibe, often 
finding that themselves treated like one of the gang. 
Even after the lunch rush, they continue to come 
in, stopping off at the lunch counter for a brief chat 
with Paula and milkshake master Tripp Parker. 

It’s at that point you’ve crossed over, from cus-
tomer to regular. And that’s a good thing.

“I’ve had people who forget to pay, coming back 
the next day [to settle up],” Tripp says. “Some forget 
their wallet. I say ‘Come on back whenever.’ And 
they do.”
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